
Replay

Peter Andre

Baby once again
here i am in the dark with my head in my hands

thinking back to when we had just met
and it escalated, you became my lady 

Don't no why it's fading

I'm wondering if i should just try to be
A little more patient when you talk to me

No 'shoulda' woulda' coulda'
I wanna get back on track

Let's rewind and play it back
I want it back the way it used to be

Let's stop this nonsense and restart the dream 

Baby let's press stop, and just think about it 
Turn the power off, were just getting started

I apologize, for the pain that i cause you inside,

baby just dry your eyes
Maybe we should stp screaming at each other

Lets turn the volume down, i wanna work it out (oh yeah)
I know it ain't easy, trust me and replay 

I want it back the way it used to be 
Lets stop the nonsense and restart the dream
If this was a movie with you and me starring

I've gotta press pause girl and change the ending
'Cos we need need to think about all the times we shared

Remember what we had in the first place
I know we can fix this stop playing these games

Lets freeze frame, and replay

It's like we're on repeat playin' over, over inside of my head
It's like we already hit rewind so let's just start over again

I want it back the way it used to be Lets stop the nonsense and restart the dream If this was a movie with you 
and me starring I've gotta press pause girl and change the ending 'Cos we need need to think about all the times 
we shared Remember what we had in the first place I know we can fix this stop playing these games Lets freeze 
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frame, and replay.
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